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no role for the European Court of Justice in the UK;

the right to determine future UK laws without

constraints and;

an agreement on fisheries that shows that Brexit

makes a real difference compared to the existing

situation

When the Transitional Period Ends
Currently, negotiations are ongoing between the UK and

the European Union to arrive at a trade deal that

benefits the UK and EU. There is some misconception

about changes to border procedures not necessarily

being introduced if an agreement reached. On January 1,

2021, cross-border exchanges will change between the

EU and the UK – irrespective of whether a future

partnership has been concluded or not.

The end of Round 6 and only a few months
remaining, the EU and the UK have yet to agree.

Fisheries – The EU is looking for the UK to commit to

conditions of open and fair competition and a balanced

agreement on fisheries,

The level playing field for free and fair competition –

EU wants robust guarantees from the UK for a level

playing field – including on State aid and standards – to

ensure open and honest competition among our

businesses. This refers to a set of common rules and

standards that are used primarily to prevent companies

in one country, undercutting their rivals in other

countries. It is suggested that the European Commission

and the European Court of Justice be responsible for

overseeing and enforcing them.

UK Red Lines

INDUSTRY  -  UPDATE

THE

TRANSITIONAL

PERIOD  -

WHAT  DOES

THIS  MEAN?
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Officials  say  this  agreement

wil l  lead  to  a  sharp  increase

in  sales  of  U .S .  goods  and

services  to  China ,  further  open

Chinese  markets  to  foreign

firms ,  especially  in  f inancial

services ,  and  provide  strong

new  protections  for  trade

secrets  and  intellectual

property .

Affecting next day deliveries

Possible regularity checks at the frontier

Border delays

Controls such as Health Certification, Export

Licensing, Safety certification

Packaging marking

The potential loss of access to FTAs agreed by the EU.

The cost of customs compliance, such as goods

classification, processing of export declarations, etc.

Duties and taxes that could become applicable next

year

The overall loss of free movement of goods between

the UK and EU

With very little time remaining before the
Transitional Stage concludes, what have you done to
prepare?

Have you considered what impact border controls
will have on your supply chain?

What will the extra cost be?
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Has the Brexit transition
been delayed by the
Coronavirus?

Read more here

https://craneww.com/
https://craneww.com/knowledge-center/latest-news-and-info/brexit-coronavirus/


DETAILED  ANALYSIS

END  OF  FREE

MOVEMENT

Review transit points, consider less crowded

routes

Consider utilizing Common Transit and move

goods under a TAD (T1)

Authorized Consignee and Consignor under a

transit authority

Customs Temporary Storage or Customs

Warehouse

Border controls will be a reality in all
scenarios; lessening the burden:

Avoid congested frontiers

June 12, 2020  –  the  UK

formally  informs  the  EU  that

the  transit ion  period  will  not

be  extended

October 31,  2020  –  EU ’s

deadline  for  a  deal  to  be

agreed

January 1,  2021  –  The  UK

becomes  a  ful ly  independent

country

Export declarations will be mandatory from

January 1st, 2021

Safety and Security Declarations must be

completed in advance of shipment

Movement into the main short seaports will be

restricted, to cut down of congestion

UK introducing new systems to manage controls

MRN numbers must be in place before access to

the ports is permitted

Phased approach to border controls

Full controls are not going to be implemented

until July 2021

Pre-notification of arrival

Movements from the UK into the EU

Movements from the EU into the UK
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UK  TRADE  AGREEMENTS

The UK would like to negotiate a comprehensive

trade deal with the US. However, the UK has not

set any time constraints to finalize to avoid the UK

being put under pressure to agree to an

unfavorable trade deal.

Agreements with Andorra, San Marino, and Turkey,

who are members of the Customs Union, are

entirely influenced by any deal reached with the

European Union. 

The UK is currently engaged in negotiations with

several countries, including Japan, USA, Australia,

and New Zealand, with interest expressed in

joining the Comprehensive and Progressive

Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP).

To replicate what is in place with the

European Union, the UK would need to

agree at least 40 FTAs, including over

70 countries.
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